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Abstract

The most important fact from ANALOG to DIGITAL is not the technical change; It is the change of consumer habits and there new demands!

It is not true that we have today less outputs of pictures, we have today much more possibilities to print out at many new and different locations. While in the past picture outputs where printed most on silver halide, there are today hardly borders on which media we can produce pictures.

This development has lead to a decrease of turnover in wholesale labs and of course has touched also very strong Minilabs!

Digital Minilabs

Many Digital Minilabs where driven by a big part of films which was helping very much run the equipment profitable. A lot of owners went in to heavy troubles and had to close down there operation.

With a Dry-Micro/Minilab we have today a tool to overcome this problem and furthermore a lot of new benefits:

- No chemicals means to operate much easier. No chemical mixing, transportation, waste, etc.
- No need of skilled employees anymore, in many operations the sales staff is printing out the products.
- The print-out speed is a wonderful marketing tool and does lead into a more efficient and profitable operation.
- The maintenance and operating costs are dropping tremendous!
- The investment costs are only a part of the earlier cost which helps to pay back much faster and with less daily volume.

- Dry labs can easy move from one to other places and can be networked with Inputstations which are generating a lot of additional turnover.
- Upgrading to increase throughput and different print sizes is very simple allowed straightforward strategies.
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